
MENDEL’S ECONOMY 

It is with sheep breeding as with social systems and their economics: all is enlivened by a 

dark eyed stranger from over the hill. The current craze for the rescuing of “rare breeds” (and this 

goes for landscapes as well as sheep and social systems) is actually destroying them. There are many 

genuine none-destructive rescuers of diversity, but even those are “in danger” of take-over by the 

crazed with their flock books and ridiculous, white-coated breed society judges with their fistfuls of 

rosettes at society annual sales.  

To take an “endangered couple of sheep” from the far Hebrides and then breed from them 

in the Southern Counties of England and set up the Pink-Tailed Hebridean Sheep Society to monitor 

conformation to the breed, will in truth go a long way towards the destruction of the line. 

Breeders will select lambs each year, which conform to their southern notion of a “pure” 

Pink Tailed Hebridean! 

In truth, true, happy Hebridean sheep survive in their Hebridean terrain in new forms of the 

crosses introduced by Hebridean shepherds, from whom the rare breed fanatics believe they have 

rescued a treasure. Fool’s gold degenerates in the Southern Counties to the dignified nonsense of 

the Flock Book! True gold may have lost its pink tail, but will have retained the vital genetics which 

connect it to a terrain. Hebridean milk will flow for Hebridean lambs from ewes which follow the 

needs of the times while retaining an ancestral symbiosis to the soils and grasses of the Hebrides.  

Breed societies themselves are a conformation to the modernist illusion by drawing 

imaginative forms from History to be preserved as reparation for the sweep of their own Modernity. 

Landscape societies do the same for beloved hills, which they’d save from the “barbaric” march of 

the windmill. They preserve the wrong things and attack the wrong things. All they’d preserve is 

scenery: a pretty picture of a sheep and a pretty picture of a hill. The life of the hill: all the goings on 

of plants, bugs, fungi and beasts are unaffected by the windmill. They are very much affected by the 

coal fired power stations, which the windmills could replace. Indeed the landscape society’s very 

human arrogance in fighting to maintain a mere aesthetic conceit could be the cause of the 

destruction of their hill’s vital bio mass in all its complex diversities. Exactly as the complex genetics 

of the Pink Hebridean! Even if windmills were ugly (which they are not) they would stand as 

memorials to Mankind’s folly in destroying the very life, which feeds her. The beauty of the hill 

contrasted with the turning wheels of that small reparation of Man would send most of us away, 

perhaps more sad, but also both more thoughtful and more wise. Oh let the windmills stand like 

armies of ancient mariners to hold our eyes with their turning blades and make us pause before 

joining the revelries of the Casino. We have another wedding to attend, or rather it is a re-

affirmation of vows that we pledge to be a moral part of the interweaving and joyous nookey of the 

unfathomably complex genesis of the life into which we are woven by one mortal, genetic thread. 

I think Mendel the Monk’s would be a good sourcebook for politician, economist and 

lawmaker. What supports us is the mostly unseen complexity of the terrain we live in. It is our foster 

mother. It is specifically local, but can never be localist. Neither can it be nationalist. Tribes and 

nations come and go. The terrain watches them pass.  History has made us. We all have an ancestry, 

but what revives an ancestry is the dark-eyed stranger from over the hill. Some Hebridean blood and 

that of an Iberian trader on the beach together make an exited genetics, which effervesces into vital 



culture. The crunch of human feet on the shingle surprises some sheep, which turn and stare then 

run as sheep do. Not a bobbing pink tail among them, but that is another sort of tale. These sheep 

are hefted into the Hebrides, but not one would pass inspection by the Pink-Tailed Hebridean Sheep 

Society, or will be gathered for the official and now lucrative breed sales in Kelso, the Malvern Show 

Ground, or Llanelwedd. Now you’ll meet many a NIMBY at those sales, strolling the sheep pens, 

shrewdly discussing the qualities of pinkness in the tails. I long for the day that windmills line the 

horizon of their precious Malvern Hills. Yes I know that Edward Elgar once walked there too, but I 

think he hated what those windmills could replace, because he loved all that those hills gave him and 

because of what they were. They are not a landscape in an antique picture frame. They are trees, 

shrubs, grasses, herbs, little bugs, fungi, animals and birds and their soils probably support (invisibly 

to us) six or seven times the mass of life as we can see above. On small foundations I hope to see 

their true guardian’s gently rotating blades. Those erect hard-working towers of enlightenment also 

remind us of the work we all have to do for the collapsing economies of men as well as for Malvern 

sheep perhaps and for the little, tender flowers of speedwell, thyme, yellow clover, trefoil and 

tormentil around which they graze. How are they tender? In the longing for seed! Likewise those tall 

grave towers (for our children) so earnestly harvesting the wind. The NIMBY is the end of a 

complexity of interwoven lines for the perfumed turf of the hill, which she’d have lifeless in an 

auctioneer’s picture frame, lot number….sans beast, sans bug, sans everything. 

 

 

 


